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HAROLD  G.   DIAMOND1

Abstract.    We consider a Beurling generalized number system

for which the counting function of the integers satisfies

N(x) = ex + 0(x loe-y x)

for some positive c and y. Beurling showed that the prime number

theorem must hold if y>î, but it can fail to hold if y;gt. It was

shown by Hall in the preceding article that the Chebyshev prime

counting estimates

y>(x)                         y(x)
0 < lim inf- ; lim sup- < oo

x—>oo      X x—*°o       X

can fail if y<\. Here we shall prove that these estimates hold for

any system satisfying y>\. The proof uses a convolution approxi-

mate inverse of the measure dN.

Chebyshev established the correct order of magnitude of the weighted

prime counting function y by exhibiting numbers a>0 and ^4<oo such

that

w(x)                                w(x)
(1) hm inf-_ a,        lim sup- <^ A.

x-*co        X ¡E-* oo X

The prime number theorem (P.N.T.) asserts that a=A = \. Here we shall

study Chebyshev estimates for Beurling generalized prime numbers.

The first paragraph of the preceding paper by Hall mentions the basic

facts about Beurling generalized numbers. For a more detailed discussion,

see e.g. [1] or [2]. The generalized psi function is defined on [1, oo) by

setting

ip(x) = 2 !°g Pi

where pu p2, p3, • • ■ is the sequence P of generalized primes and a ranges

over positive integers. All other notation is as in Hall s paper.
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Beurling [2] proved that if

(2) N(x) = cx + 0(x log'7 x)

for some c>0 and y>|, then y(x)~x, i.e., the P.N.T. holds for P. Also,

he showed by example that the P.N.T. could fail for y<f. In the preceding

article and in [5] Hall proves that the Chebyshev estimates can fail for

y<l. In the present paper we study the remaining range l<y^| and

prove the following

Theorem. If P is a generalized prime number system for which NP

satisfies (2) with c>0 and y> 1, then there exist numbers a>0 and A<co

for which (1) holds.

In [1] Bateman and the author had conjuctured that the upper Chebyshev

estimate holds when y>l. A similar conjecture was recently mentioned

to the author by Professor J. H. Chalk. This estimate has applications to

tauberian theorems of T. M. K. Davison [3] and S. L. Segal [6].

We begin by proving the upper estimate; the lower estimate then

follows easily. The method of Chebyshev, which exploits the relation

W(2x) - y>(x) + J (v(t^T^) - ^(^7)} - 2x loS 2 + °(l0S *>'

appears to be of no use in the present situation.

Let F:[l, oo)-*R be of bounded variation on each interval [l,x].

There is an associated Borel-Stieltjes measure on [1, 00) which we denote

by dF. We define an operator L on measures by setting

[ LdF=[     log tdF(t).
JE JteE

Also, we employ multiplicative convolution of measures, denoted by *.

The starting point of our proof is the Chebyshev formula 2<¡| « Md) = log «

which, in the form

(3) dy>*dN = LdN

is valid for Beurling generalized numbers (see [4]). We convolve each side

of (3) by (ô — et~E dt) * (log et)~7 dt, where ô denotes Dirac measure at 1,

dt is Borel-Lebesgue measure on [1, co) and e is a positive number pres-

ently to be specified. We shall show that the new factors act like an

approximate convolution inverse of dN. Let

Ve(x): = \"dN *(ô- erc dt) * (log et)~7 dt.
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Lemma 1. Assume that Nsatisfies (2) with c>0 and y>\. There exists

a positive number e, depending on N, such that vs(x)^.0 for all x^l and

vt(x)—>-oo as x—>-co.

Proof.   We write

N(x) = ex + 6Kx(log ex)~y

where we may suppose that l<y<2, A">0 and |6|<1. Let

s = exp{-l6eK¡c(y - 1)}.

If l<x<l/c,then

fdN * (Ô - er£ dt) ^ N(x) - eN(x)(x - 1) j> 0.

The lemma is certainly true for l^x^l/e since the third convolution

factor is everywhere nonnegative.

If x>l/e, we utilize all the convolution factors. We write

ve(x) = c (Ô + dt) * (Ô - er£ dt) * (log et)~y dt

+ \X(dN - cô - cdt)*(ô - er* dt) * (log et)~y dt

= /, + I2,    say.

We evaluate Ix by iterated integration, first combining the first and

second factors and then changing the integration variable. We find that

rx

i 1 = cx   r*-*iI1 = cx\  re-\log exltyy dt.

To estimate |/2| let

da.(t) = ô + st~c dt   and   dß(t) = (log et)~y dt.

|/2| ^ f^xr^log exlt)-y(da * dß)(t).

We again iterate the integration, obtaining first

Kxr\log ex/t)-y dß(t) ^        Kx(\og eJx)-yr\\og et)~y dt

+ \    Kx(\og ex¡t)-yr\\og eyjx)-y dt

^ 8Kx(log ex)-yl(y - 1).
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Then

|/2|^f^(iog^ + er^0

(logexr + ^JV-(log^)"^r.

7

8Kx

r-l

Now 8Ä^/(y—l)<c/3 by the choice of e. Next, we show that for

x>l/s
oify rx

-z^5- (log ex)~7 < \cx    /-^(log ex/O-7 di.
y — 1 h

Indeed, we have

\cx Prolog exit)'7 dt > |cx(log ex)~7 f  V*"1 di

> - xee (log -) (log «)-» > -M*. (log ex)-»
2       \       e/ y — 1

since e£_exp(—1/e) for 0<e<l. Now

v¿x) ^Ix- \I2\ = \cx [V-^log «/*)"* di.

The last term is clearly positive and tends to infinity with x.    D

Lemma 2.

I  L dN *(ô - ere dt) * (log et)~7 dt = O(x).

Proof.    We apply iterated integration. First

[ LdN *(ô - erE dt) = cx/e + o(x) = O(x).

Next,

^o{^(\oget)-7dt=0(x).    □

Proof of the upper estimate.    Formula (3) yields

["dN * (ô - £fE dt) * —^— * dw
h (log et)7

= ["l dN *(ô- erE dt) *
(log et)7
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The right-hand side of this equation was just shown to be 0(x). The left

side is representable as Jf ve(x¡t) dy>(t). We have shown that vE(u)^.0

for all u^.1 and that there exists a number B for which vc(u)^.l for all

w2:2?. Also y> is an increasing function. Thus we have

f(x/B) ̂  f\(x/i) ¿v<0 = O(x),

or lim sup^^ y>(x)/x< oo.

Proof of the lower estimate.   Easy calculations show that

p(x) : = [*dN * (ô - -] = 0{x(log ex)-y},

[XL dN * (d - -) = ex + 0{x(\og exf-y}.

We convolve both sides of (3) by <5 — í_1 o*i and use the last estimates.

We have

ex + 0(x log1_T x) =     p(x/t) dy>(t)

Integration by parts and omission of a negative term yield

ex + o(x) ^ kL(x) + í%í-](log en)-' du).

By the upper estimate for %p there exists a number M such that yW =

Afx for all positive x. Now choose B^. 1 so large that

KM f °° - (log eu)~y du < icx.
Jb   u

If x is large enough so that o(x)> —(l/3)cx, then we have

lex < Kxp(x) + Kxp(x) j   (log euy"1 du ^ KBxp(x).

Consequently,

lim inf y>(x)jx !>-> 0.    D
x-* co 3K.B
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